We are currently looking for **Healthcare Project Superintendents** for construction projects located in mid Michigan (Lansing, Royal Oak, Troy). Working directly with a Project Manager, a Clark Superintendent leads the daily construction activities of all trade contractors. Responsible for safety, quality, timely delivery, and prompt close out, the ideal candidate will have a superior command of the construction process, a proven track record of successful and on-time completion of projects, and solid planning, scheduling and communication skills.

With a minimum of 10 years of experience as a Superintendent of **healthcare multi-phase projects involving ER, OR, LDR, CT/MRI in the $25 million to $40 million range projects**, in operating hospitals, the candidate will be acutely aware of and most responsive to the healthcare environment constraints (noise, vibrations, dust, infection control, special hours, etc.), establish a cooperative and enthusiastic spirit to ensure continuous and safe progress of the project and complete it on schedule at the quality level set by our Client. We look for practical, thoughtful and cost effective problem solvers, highly attuned to Clients’ needs and constraints, and adept at keeping close track of the job challenges and progress.

We are an EEO employer, committed to superior construction management and passionate about delivering great buildings in a safe and environmentally responsible manner. We offer comprehensive and generous benefits: profit sharing, 401(k) with match, medical, dental, life and disability insurances, etc. We support and invest in continuous education.